2017 Fall Course Offerings
Wasserman Workshop 		

UA

M		 5:20 – 7:50 pm		

Rahman Workshop		

CSU

W							

Barzak C&T		

YSU

Th		 5:20 – 7:50 pm		

ENG 6968-01

Miltner Workshop 		

KSU

W		 5:30 – 8:15 pm		

ENG 66895-009		

COURSE FULL Book 1

COURSE FULL

COURSE FULL The Gothic Imagination

Fiction Workshop Located at May Prentice House/Wick Poetry Center

ENG 689-804		
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Todd Workshop		

CSU

M						

Pagel Workshop		

CSU

T		 6:00 – 8:50 pm		

Biddinger C&T		

UA

Th		 5:20 – 7:50 pm		

ENG 689-801

O’Connor Workshop		

KSU

R		 4:25 – 7:05 pm		

ENG 66895

Giffels C&T		

UA

W		 5:20 – 7:50 pm		

ENG 689-802

COURSE FULL Sound’s Sense and Nonsense: Are the notes of your poem closer to siren or birdsong? Grumble or
drum? Hum or buzz? When you perform your work out loud does it wheeze or whistle? What information, after all, can
only sound suggest? In this class our primary focus will be workshopping student writing; we will also study a few particularly musical book-length collections asking ourselves what’s at stake in a poet’s sonic sensibility and how we might more
clearly seize our readers by their ears.
Poetry of the Body: In this Craft and Theory course we will consider contemporary writing about the body, consulting
recent full-length poetry collections and occasional scholarly articles to shed light on our evolving discussion on corporeal
poetry. Of particular interest will be how poets of the body create work regarding race, gender, disability, desire, and LGBT
rights. Class members will write creative and critical responses to the texts, and attendance will be important.

This is a workshop focused on student work. Each writer will have the opportunity to present two to three manuscripts for
workshop discussion across the semester. We will also read and discuss a manageable selection of published work, with
the aim of learning how to develop drafts, refine our prose, and to consider the myriad forms of nonfiction writing.

COURSE FULL Home & Away: Writing About Place: In this course, we will explore the trends and techniques of creative nonfiction writing about place, ranging from near to far, including the immigrant experience, life in the Rust Belt,
and the personal relationship to “home” – wherever that may be. Students will read and analyze contemporary works and
practice the craft of their own writing about place.
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Internship

Pagel Internship		

CSU

Sat		 11:00 am – 4:00 pm

Robinson Internship		

KSU

M		 5:30 – 8:15 pm			

ENG 6895

Pope		

UA

W		 5:20 – 7:50 pm			

ENG 689-806

Nunn		

UA

Th		 5:20 – 7:50 pm			

ENG 615-801

Before signing up for this class students should set up an 8-10 hour/week internship with a local business, nonprofit, arts
program, press, or school in which their literary or creative writing skills will be utilized. We will meet for four Saturdays
from 11am-2pm in the CSU Poetry Center (4th Floor, Michael Schwartz Library, Rhodes Tower, CSU). Class topics will include: literary citizenship, teaching, editing, outreach, publishing, and post-MFA writing and career opportunities.
Teaching Creative Writing in the Community: This specialized internship course will prepare students to lead a
community-based residency to teach in the genre of their choice. It will meet every Monday for the first half of the
semester and shift to every other week after residencies begin. In class students will explore community-based learning,
creative writing pedagogy, and what it means to be a literary teaching artist in the field of service learning. Students
will teach in the community a minimum of one hour a week for six weeks at a location agreed upon by the student and
instructor. Locations available throughout Akron, Cleveland, Kent, and Youngstown include schools, hospitals, prisons,
detention centers, senior homes, refugee and immigrant organizations, and more.

Literature
THE UNIVERSITY OF AKRON
Faulkner: In this course, we will read and discuss The Sound and the Fury, The Hamlet, The Unvanquished, As I Lay Dying, and The Collected Stories of William Faulkner, all in the Vintage paperback series. In the last couple of weeks, we will
discuss critical approaches, and students will write a seminar paper.
Shak espearean Drama: The overarching purpose of this course is not only to study and interpret Shakespearean plays,
but to help illuminate the era in which these works were written and performed. In addition, this class will devote substantial attention to critical receptions and dramatic productions of Shakespearean plays. We will pay particular attention
to the historical and cultural changes that people of the Renaissance faced, and we will examine the ways that the concepts present in Shakespearean drama have been addressed and written about by people then, today, and in the years in
between. In doing so, we will also be tracing developments and variations in the dramatic genres of tragedy, comedy, and
romance.
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Nunn		

UA

M		 5:20 – 7:50 pm			

ENG 665-801

UA

T		 5:20 – 7:50 pm			

ENG 560-1

CSU

Th		 6:00 – 8:50 pm			

ENG 616

Literary Criticism: The purpose of this course is threefold: 1) it will introduce and interrogate approaches to literary texts that
have been at play in the profession during the past hundred or so years, 2) it will seek to expand your knowledge of research
and writing as practiced at advanced levels of the field, and 3) it will strive to help raise awareness of and cultivate habits that
will help you succeed in the discipline. The overall goal is to help you situate yourself as a practitioner of literary studies in the
discipline’s current climate.

E
lectives
THE UNIVERSITY OF AKRON
Wasserman		

Film & Literature: Why is there a separate Academy Award for Best Adapted Screenplay? Because so many great movies begin
on the printed page! This course showcases a variety of different kinds of films whose narratives were first published material
in some form or another (novels, short stories, plays, memoirs, researched books, and more). From summer blockbusters and
mainstream comedies to dramas and little art house pictures. From beloved young adult novels and New York Times Bestsellers
to visually retooled cult-status graphic novels and theater productions. The focus is on analysis of literary selections and their
cinematic counterparts. In some cases the authors of the original works were involved in the cinematic versions, for some
they had nothing to do with the adaptations. Our class will explore the pros and cons of both of those scenarios in the film
deriving from literature process. We will also have a serious debate concerning whether or not a film produced from an original
screenplay can be classified as a work of literature in its own right. NEOMFA students enrolled in the course will be writing
their own original short adapted scripts to experience the adaptation process firsthand.

CLEVELAND STATE UNIVERSITY

Rahman		

Contemporary Literary Crime Fiction: This is not the crime fiction your grandparents read. Contemporary literary crime
fiction makes readers turn pages while asking significant questions. To paraphrase Isaac Bashevis Singer, it enlightens as much
as it entertains. A tentative reading list includes Dan Chaon’s Ill Will, Hannah Tinti’s The Twelve Lives Of Samuel Hawley,
Mukoma Wa Ngogi’s Nairobi Heat, Celeste Ng’s Everything I Never Told You, Ben Winter’s Underground Airlines, Katie
Kitamura’s A Separation, Josh Barkan’s Mexico Attica Locke’s The Cutting Season, John Darnielle’s Universal Harvester, Ottessa
Moshfegh’s Eileen, Juan Gabriel Vasquez’s The Sound Of Things Falling & Melissa Scrivner Love’s Lola. We will read as writers
and pay attention to issues of craft, aesthetics and structure. During the last month students will generate material
(novel beginnings, short stories, etc.) inspired by our readings and we will workshop and discuss student work in an
inquisitive, sharp and informed manner.
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